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David - I saw four stories on the 10:00 and 11:00 news broadcasts tonight.Powers was interviewed on all of 

them (he must have had a busy day) and did great.One of the independent stations led with it at 10:00 and did 

a live shot in front of the Kennedy Library. That was the longest story I saw (I am assuming the ones on the 

early news were longer). On the independent station they said that the film was lost at the Kennedy Library 

until the Review Board pursued it.They showed old footage of cars racing through Dealey Plaza after the shots 

were fired with a voice over saying that these are the images of that day that we have gotten used to, but now 

the Assassination Records Review Board has released a new film that shows more positive images, a different 

view of that day with adoring and excited spectators greeting the President.Powers said that the film showed 

how much the President was loved and talked about how although there did not appear to be anything of 

major significance on the film it was of interest because it had been lost for 33 years and the Review Board 

thought others may come forward with films or photographs.The reporter wrapped by saying that Powers 

thought there was a conspiracy, but he didn't think we would ever know who was involved. This I thought was 

a very positive piece, as were all of the others, it's just that this one was longer.
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